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Session outline

1. Meet and greet / refreshments 

2. Welcome from Cllr Adam Harrison 

3. Approach to Y2 of the Panel

4. Climate Action Plan – 2020/21 review

5. COP26 update and filming

6. BREAK

7. Panel Discussion 

8. Feedback to group

9. AOB
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Adam Harrison
Cabinet Member for a 
Sustainable Camden
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Year 1 - Recap

Four sessions addressing the four vision areas in the 

Climate Action Plan: People, Places, Buildings and 

Organisations. Additional introductory session, feedback 

sessions and net-zero discussion as requested by Panel 

members.

In the first year of the Panel, members have helped to: 

• Design a future Public Information Campaign; 

• Evaluate proposals for the Prince of Wales 

segregated cycle lane project; 

• Input into the relaunch of the Camden Climate Fund; 

and 

• Suggest approaches to increase signatories of the 

Camden Climate Pledge for businesses. 

One session at the end of year for reflection on 

successes and improvements to the Panel process that 

could be made.
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The role of Camden Climate Citizen Panel
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Feedback from the reflection session

“Who are the panel being 
consulted as?”

“Panel can help the 
Council understand how 

to communicate and 
understand the 

viewpoints of many 
different residents.”

“Are the panel being 
consulted as individuals 

or representatives of 
their communities?” 

“More of a focus needs 
to be placed on 

discussing how to solve 
challenges.”

“Keen to have ownership 
of what is talked about in 

the sessions.”

“Climate change is 
complex, and we need to 

ensure discussion are 
accessible for a mixture 

of experts and non-
experts on the panel.”

“Can the Panel help the 
Council to communicate 

the challenge?”

“Lack of understanding 
of what is within the 

control of the Council in 
different areas of work.”  
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Learning from the online sessions

Pros Cons

Limitations with communication not doing 
the exercise in person

Best use of time for the panel together is for 
problem solving 

Challenge to ensure all panel members 
voices were heard and considered equally

Limited opportunities to discuss what the 
Panel can do in their communities and the 
role outside of the sessions

Commitment from the Panel to continue 
the process through pandemic

Updates from the Climate Programme 
were well received

Productive and useful discussions about 
individual projects

Lots of focus on Council lead projects
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To identify areas of the Climate Action Plan 

where the Panel can support organisations, 

including the Council, to deliver projects 

reducing carbon emissions. The Panel will 

also identify opportunities to facilitate Climate 

Action by Camden citizens. 

Purpose of the Panel

Thoughts from the Panel?
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• Step 1: Identification of areas the Panel believe they can contribute to climate 

action. 

• Step 2: Hear evidence from expert speakers on topics areas.

• Step 3: Panel to discuss the topic and proposed asks of organisations and 

actions they can take locally.

• Step 4: Panel to report back recommendations and actions, recorded and 

published following meeting.

• Steps 5: Progress reported back to Panel by relevant parties at beginning of 

next session.

The steps we’ll take to achieve this
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• Climate Action Plan update provided in advance of each of the meetings for 

relevant action areas.

• Panel sessions will be independently facilitated by a third-party

• Council officers and other relevant organisations will be invited to provide 

evidence for discussion 

• Officers present for discussion to contribute context of policy framework 

around proposed discussion area

How the Council will support this process

Thoughts from the Panel?
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Climate Action Plan – Review 2020-21
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Panel feedback – CAP review

“The review needs clear 
and concise messaging”

“Glossary of terms to be 
included to make the 
document accessible”

“Fewer words and more 
engaging numbers and 

infographics”

“Understand the scale of 
the climate crisis and 

areas that should be of 
particular focus” 

“Carbon reduction figures 
should be stated clearly, 

with the date they are 
comparable from, and 

what further reduction is 
required.” 

“The time-lag in data 
reporting should be 

explained.”

“User-friendly for all”
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• Key achievements across the four vision 

areas of the plan

• Updates from the last year on a local and 

global level

• IPCC Sixth Assessment Report 

• Flooding in July across Camden

• Reporting carbon emissions reduction 

progress 

• Explaining studies completed that increase 

our understanding of Camden’s total impact 

inside and outside of the borough boundary

• Lessons learned in the past year and links to 

work across the Council, such as the 

Renewal Commission

• Updates on our participatory approach to 

climate action through the Citizen Panel

The structure of the review
Borough-wide: direct 

emissions

↓43% (2019)

Target 100%

Council estate and 

operations: direct 

emissions

↓51% (2019/20)

Target 100%
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Metrics Dashboard
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Key achievements from the past year

People Places

Car free zones and days: Percentage of the Borough 

covered by low-traffic neighbourhoods.
13%

Encouraging cycling: Total length of protected cycle routes 

installed
21km

Encouraging EV uptake: Total number of EV charging 

points on Camden streets
297

Greening the borough: Total number of trees planted by 

Camden Council since the launch of the CAP
579

Information provision: Number of visits to 

Camden Council’s ‘what can you do’ Climate Crisis 

webpages

873

Library of Things, Kentish Town LibraryRefill Station, Queens Crescent Market

Community projects, events and pop-ups

Safer Travel Camden Flood resilience and greening Planning policy
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Key achievements from the past year

Buildings Organisations

Improving the energy efficiency of Council properties

– Council owned homes with SAP rating of E and below
1070

Improving private sector energy efficiency: Estimated 

private sector carbon reduction from Council led energy 

efficiency programmes (Including the Camden Climate 

Fund, Solar Together and others)

213 

Tonnes/CO2e

Collective action: Average collective carbon reduction from 

CCCA member businesses
23%

Electric vehicle fleet: Percentage of Camden’s fleet comprised 

of low/zero emission vehicles 
12.5%

Joining together: Total signatories to the Camden Climate 

Pledge and Schools Climate Charter
14

Pension reporting: Percentage of Camden Council’s pension 

fund that is divested from fossil fuels
96%

Council home retrofit projects Swiss Cottage Library retrofit

Grants for energy efficiency projects School net-zero strategy

Supporting other organisations in the borough with emission reduction

Reducing the Council’s own footprint (e.g. Electric vehicle fleet and procurement policies)
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Preview of Climate Action Plan review
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• Panel will have the opportunity in 

the second half of the session to 

decide the focus of the Panel for 

Y2. 

• Chance to reflect on the Climate 

Action Plan and the 2020-21 

Annual Review.

• What can be achieved and how can 

the Panel help? 

Panel discussion
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Abi Roberts
COP26 Celebration event 

and filming
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Today’s session
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1. One person speaking at a time

2. Actively listen to each other

3. Give everyone time to talk

4. Disagree, but don’t be disagreeable

5. Phones on silent and away

6. There are no stupid questions

Conversation guidelines
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• 10 mins: read through Climate Action Plan review and reflect on 

which areas you would like to discuss with the rest of the Panel. 

2-3 post-it notes each for discussion.

• 30 mins: discuss the areas where you think the panel can have 

the greatest influence and impact. What’s your interest? 

• 20 mins: decide on the top 2 topics for each table to present to 

the group and develop ideas.

• 10 mins (5 mins each): present back to other group on the main 

areas you want to discuss.  

Exercise
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Some inspiration

Public information campaign Retrofit of council-owned and 

private homes

Engagement with businesses
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Framing questions for discussion

• What actions within the Plan do 

Panel members think they can have 

the greatest impact upon? 

• Are there any actions in the Plan 

which relate to projects and 

opportunities locally? If so, what are 

these?

• How can the Panel use it’s collective 

voice to influence change? What 

does this look like outside of 

meetings?
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Exercise

1.

2.

3.
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• 10 mins: read through Climate Action Plan review and reflect on 

which areas you would like to discuss with the rest of the Panel. 

2-3 post-it notes each for discussion.

• 30 mins: discuss the areas where you think the panel can have 

the greatest influence and impact. What’s your interest? 

• 20 mins: decide on the top 2 topics for each table to present to 

the group and develop ideas.

• 10 mins (5 mins each): present back to other group on the main 

areas you want to discuss.  

Exercise


